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September 15, 2016 

To all parties concerned: 

FIELDS CORPORATION 

President & COO: Tetsuya Shigematsu 

(TSE 1st: 2767) 

Inquiries: Hideaki Hatanaka 

Corporate Officer; General Manager, 

Corporate Communications Office 

Tel.: +81-3-5784-2111 

Launch of New Machine “Pachislot INUYASHA” 

FIELDS CORPORATION (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President & COO: Tetsuya Shigematsu) announces the 

nationwide release of a new pachislot machine from Rodeo, “Pachislot INUYASHA.” 

■ About “INUYASHA”

“INUYASHA” is a popular manga that was serialized for 12 years between 1996 and 2008 

by the manga artist Rumiko Takahashi. With its attractive characters and profound stories, 

INUYASHA was cherished over its lifetime by a large number of male and female fans, and 

boasted total sales of over 40 million volumes. 

Moreover, the popularity of INUYASHA was not limited to manga alone. A TV anime 

version was broadcast in 2000, and it has been developed into a major intellectual property 

(IP) across a wide range of media, including films, plays and games. 

■ New Pachislot Machine “Pachislot INUYASHA”

In order to recreate the worldview of the manga, which is widely regarded as a masterpiece 

that will stand the test of time, the new pachislot machine “Pachislot INUYASHA” fuses 

the distinctive characteristics of the IP with pachislot game functions. 

❑ Abundant production volumes: So that players can fully experience the 

worldview of the original manga, “Pachislot INUYASHA” incorporates abundant 

production volumes that surpass those of previous Rodeo pachislot machines. 

❑ The “Fragments of the Four Souls” hold the key: Following the story of the 

original manga, collecting the “Fragments of the Four Souls” is also the key to creating 

chances on the pachislot machine. 

❑ Includes famous scenes from the anime: During ART (Assist Replay Time), the 

machine resurrects and replays famous scenes from the anime. 

The new machine enables both fans of the original anime as well as players to whom it is 

not familiar to enjoy the worldview of INUYASHA through pachislot. 

“Pachislot INUYASHA” is not only for pachinko and pachislot enthusiasts but for a wide range of people, including 

manga fans and anime fans. The machine is scheduled for delivery this winter to pachinko halls throughout Japan. 

For inquiries or further information please contact 

Corporate Communications Office, FIELDS CORPORATION 

Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17 Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0036 

Tel.: +81-3-5784-2109  Fax: +81-3-5784-2119 


